
Hamburg - The Fontenay Hotel

ArcHiTecTs sTörmer murpHy And pArTners And mATTeo THun will reAlize 
'THe FonTenAy', A luxury HoTel in HAmburg

Hamburg based architectural practice Störmer Murphy and Partners together with Italian Architect Matteo 
Thun & Partners have won the competition for the Grand Hotel “The Fontenay”, situated on the Alster 
riverside in Hamburg.

With a budget of more than 100 Million Euros, investor Klaus-Michael Kühne, executive chairman and majority 
owner of Kühne + Nagel Logistics, intends to define a new hanseatic way of luxury.

The hotel building will be characterised by wide glazed surfaces and white ceramic façade elements, 
resembling a Gleaming Solitaire. The fluid lines of the ground plan and the rooftop take up the smooth lines 
of the riverside. The nine-story building will host a starred restaurant and a wellness area on the upper floors, 
offering an unobstructed view on the lake downtown. Even the Infinity-Pool with an in- and outdoor area 
allows the guests to enjoy a privileged view on the Alster river. The hotel will feature 130 suites with a 45 to 
250 square metre surface as well as 20 residences.

Construction work will begin in summer 2014. The hotel is supposed to be inaugurated in summer 2016.
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MATTEO THUN & PARTNERS

Architect and designer Matteo Thun, born in Bolzano (1952), studied at the Academy of Salzburg with Oskar Kokoschka and 
at the University of Florence. In Milan, he founded with Ettore Sottsass, the Memphis group and became partner of Sottsass 
Associati from 1980 to 1984. He taught Design from 1983 to 2000 at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna (Hochschule für 
Angewandte Kunst). From 1990 to 1993 he was Art Director for Swatch. In 1984 he opened his own office in Milan. 
In 2013 Hatje Cantz published Matteo Thun. The Index Book a comprehensive selection of Matteo Thun's architecture and 
product design works from his earliest works to this day.

In 2001 he founded Matteo Thun & Partners working internationally on architectural, interior and product design projects, 
ranging from a small to large scale,  in collaboration with the partners Luca Colombo, Herbert Rathmaier and Antonio Rodriguez. 
The office includes a team of  50 international professionals, architects, interior, product designers and graphic designers. 
The continuous interdisciplinary challenge is the successful formula of the office.

The work of Matteo Thun & Partners focuses on sustainability and environment, respecting the Genius Loci: an architecture 
combining long-lasting solutions, tradition and new technologies; an architecture saving resources, generating measurable 
economic results, while contributing to beauty.

Product design starts from simplification and reduction to essential, towards an iconic form. A constant search for sincere purity 
through a holistic approach: buildings need interiors, interiors need products, and products need designers, manufacturers and 
users. A design revealing less weight and more light; pure form and function.
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